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ABSTRACT 

This paper examined the Seimoebimo Shrine of Obunagha as part of the traditional mechanisms for peace 

maintenance and conflict prevention in the context of the Wonama controversy. The timely intervention 

of the Seimoebimo Shrine and priest at Obunagha brought about a beloved community. For conflicts to be 

curable especially in Africa we need to have a critical look at suggestions that most conflicts in Africa 

have some link with the ‘traditional’ and unless the traditional medicine is applied, they would remain 

what they are- incurable and we do not need to wait for the world powers to develop our traditional 

mechanisms of conflict prevention, management and resolution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The people of Obunagha community in Bayelsa state were until the emergence of Christianity in 1911 

predominantly ancestor worshipers. Their worldview was based on the existence of gods and spirits that 

guided human activity. It therefore follows that like in other areas of human endeavours, disputes or 

conflicts were resolved using traditional methods. Interestingly not all the traditional methods of doing 

things have been jettisoned by the people. It is pertinent to mention that there were common disputes 

among the community people which range from husband against adulterous wife, land disputes, 

allegation of theft against individuals, families etc. 

 To the people of Obunagha, community conflicts or disputes arise when truth is being manipulated. In 

contributing to the role of truth in the resolution of community conflicts, Nwolise (2004) said “Today, 

with oath system that is not effective, a judicial system that is corruptible (except for few judges), a 

security investigative apparatus that is not reliable, and a justice system that is not certain in terms of 

duration and delivery, impunity, assassination, greed, fraud and looting of public funds have 

overwhelmed the land. But it was not so in the precolonial traditional Africa because in the world, at that 

time, each society or people had its own proper way of finding out the truth in conflict situations, fishing 

out criminals and punishing them, and controlling crime. Africans on their own went for a system that 

revealed the truth quickly and cheaply and delivered certain and quick justice. This is because Africa 

greatly value peace, and run a system of communal life where everybody was his brother’s keeper, and 

emphasis was on social harmony. The system that Africans chose revolved around shrines or deities 

which revealed truth in criminal or conflict cases involving contestation, as well as cases of murder, 

incest, adultery, land dispute, and cheating in business involving two partners.  

Thus, the best dispute resolution method is based on the establishment of truth, which was not 

accusatorial, but inquisitorial all aimed at getting the truth. This was effected through families, panel of 

elders, priests or Council of Chiefs. Remember that Izon means truth hence our desire for truth always. 

Fundamental structures of social relations that facilitated the maintenance of peace, order and tranquillity 
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in the Ijaw societies include the traditional mechanism of kingship regulation, rules of descent and 

marriage, and the principles of inheritance. 

 The social structure of most traditional Bayelsa communities was composed of nuclear families, 

extended family units and lineage wards, a conglomeration of which made up a settlement (Okaba, 1999; 

161). According to Okaba, high premium was accorded fecundity because of the intensive labour 

demands of the traditional agrarian economy. Thus monogamy symbolized social degradation and failure, 

while polygamy symbolized success. Okaba further quipped that “An amalgam of three to eight nuclear 

families of common decent constituted the extended family unit. These had residential locations that were 

easily distinguished. Four to six of these extended families make up the lineage ward. These shared 

common ancestry. The households which were patrilineal and patrilocal served both as basic residential 

units and as economic units. The unique double-unilineal decent system was adopted in Ijaw settlements. 

Thus when the important question “what is your root” was raised reference was made to the persons 

matrilineage. But descent, for purposes of residential location and property and other ascriptive 

inheritance was traced both to the patrilineage (Dauwari) and the matrilineage (Yinwari)  (Okaba 

1999:162) 

According to Gabriel Okara, religion has a direct influence on the culture of a people. Indeed it can be 

said to be the root from which culture grows. Izon culture therefore has grown from its religious root. 

Environment merely plays the part of a stimulant which makes man develop skills and modes of thought 

and actions as response. 

Izon religion of course refers to the traditional or the indigenous religion of the Izons. As a preliterate 

religion it has no text, written codes of laws or system of worship. All still remain unwritten but their 

repository are the chief priests who in the old days were the law-makers and custodians of value systems 

of their people. They still remain so many more or less in clansor town where their authority has not yet 

been undermined by alien religions such as Christianity, economic pressures and the modern system of 

government. In order areas generally they have become mere shadows of their ancient predecessors. 

The religion of the Izons begin with woyengi (our mother) which is the supreme-being above all gods or 

deities. Other Izon gods/ deities are Clans gods, town gods, compound ground gods, things of the ground 

and guardian spirits in this descending order. 

 

A Brief Introduction to Ijaw Culture/Tradition 

According to Okaba and Appah (1999:149) of all cultural inventions of a man, the religions institution 

stands out distinctly as the most expressive, integrative and encompassing-stretching into all facets of 

man’s endeavours and experiences. It finds expression in man’s material culture, value and ethical 

systems. Religion interacts with and permeates the realms of the family system, rites of passage, 

economics, laws and politics, medicine and technology. It has inspired rebellions as well as defence 

mechanism by providing means for crisis and tension management. Religious believe everywhere reflects 

the responses of man to the wonders and ineluctable perplexities of life. 

Okaba and Appah (1999:149 cited in Horton, 1962:198, Okaba, 1997:7) stated that “The universe in 

which people of Ijaw find themselves is categorized into two great orders of existence. In the first and 

most immediate of these orders is the “Kiri-Akpo/Tomikiri”, literally, the tangible, visible and explicable 

world-the world of matter, flesh and blood; the home of people, animals and plants. A more substantial 

proportion of one’s earthly experiences occur at this level which is composed of objects that can be 

touched, seen and whose location is definite descriptive and relatively limited in space. The second order 

which contrasts sharply in composition and events to the first, the “Teme-Akpo/Teme-kiri”. “Teme” 

connotes a spiritual mode of being or an entity existing in that mode (Horton, 1962:198). This is the 

world of the immaterial, intangible, and inexplicable phenomena. Happenings in this spiritual sphere give 

meaning, direction and purpose to issues and events in our material world. This is the dwelling place of 

the ancestors, divinities, spirits and the supreme creatures. Events in this spiritual abode are only 

accessible to diviners or spirit mediums and infants who are yet to be polluted by the things of this world 

(Okaba and Appah 1999:150). 
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A plethora of divinities is believed to exist in many villages and towns in the Niger Delta with belief in 

their protective functions. And because of the wild influence credited to indigenous beliefs and practices, 

ancestral shrines abound in all the towns and villages of Rivers State ( Tasie and Weneka 2002:291).The 

fact that despite all efforts to salvaging the problem of violence in Africa through the modern state 

judicial apparatuses, for example, the courts, the law enforcement agencies and their likes, and the fact 

that all these apparatuses seem to have failed, to the extent that conflicts and violence are in the increase 

in the African continent, is an indication that African scholars must look both inwards and backwards in 

the process of proffering solutions or taming conflicts (Danjibo 2006:66).The rising tide and persistence 

of conflict and violence among African societies is an indictment on the failure of imported models so 

much so that some African scholars  began to see the need for Africans to revert to the patronage of the 

African traditional models of resolving conflicts and controlling violence(Zartman, 2001 ; 

Osaghae,2001a;Osaghae,2001b;Albert,2001 cited in Danjibo 2006:67). It is therefore, based on this 

inspiration that we have decided to research into how the Seimoebimo shrine amongst the people of 

Obunagha in the Yenagoa local government area of Bayelsa state of Nigeria is utilized in resolving 

conflict among the people of the locality and beyond. This presentation intends to look at seimoebimo 

shrine as an effective tool for resolving conflict amongst the people of Obunagha and beyond. 

 

What is Seimoebimo Shrine? 
A wide variety of people utilize this traditional institution as a conflict resolving mechanism. It stands as 

one of the most dreaded judicial institutions in Obunagha which must give a just verdict irrespective of 

the personality involved. It deals with conflicts arising from allegation of witchcraft, poisoning, general 

sickness, madness. The chief priest must be guided by rules and must be of proven integrity who must not 

be influenced by material wealth in the dispensation of justice and will pay dearly for any miscarriage of 

justice. The chief priest was the grandson of Ipatolo who became a seer through the act of God and it 

happened naturally. The chief priest was young when his grandfather died but prior to his death the young 

priest was shown the various herbs by his grandfather. My informant told me that the chief priest of 

seimoebimo shrine received the powers from his grandfather while another source said he became a seer 

through the act of God naturally and herbs were usually shown to him when asleep. His instruments of 

incantations usually involves drumming and conjuring with an object to the hearing of all present and 

dropping the object inside a small wooden container. The object may remain inside or jump outside based 

on the content of the prayer in favour of either the accuser or the complainant .The chief priest learnt a lot 

from Jonah of Kunesia and his fame spread like a wild fire as he treated people that were sick 

mysteriously. He was warned not to receive monies from his clients. People that were mad were also 

brought to his shrine for healing. Another mystery was when Jonah, his master on one faithful night 

ordered the chief priest to be shut by Sharpman Wenigha with a double barrel gun and the spent cartridges 

were recovered into a basin and no trace of blood was seen. Another wonder again that night was the 

transformation of egg into snuff. Chief Imomotimi Benson of Tunuama narrated one of the mysteries as 

follows: “One day the chief priest was travelling to Amassoma and on getting to Polaku a leper with sores 

all over the body was coming from Amassoma and made enquiries on how to get to Obunagha and see the 

chief priest of seimoebimo shrine who immediately pointed at the chief priest. The man met the chief 

priest and was directed to take a boat to the centre of the river at Polaku and deep himself in the river 

seven times. The man afterwards came out wholly transformed and the news spread to all nooks and 

corners within the locality and beyond”. 

 

The Shooting of Wonama: Conflict Background 

As gathered in history hunting was one of the expeditions of our fore-fathers who practice this trade with 

dane-guns in the forest. Chief Tonye Masa who was a youth at the time of the incident captured a brief of 

what happened. “On the day of the incident one man called Brown who was a powerful hunter from the 

community left for the forest in the early morning in search of wild animals in the thick forest area called 

Poi bush. Wonama also left for the forest to look at his traps and set up new ones. It needs to be told that 

those without a double skin and heart could not attempt to go to the forest in search of wild animals. This 
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dangerous wild animals parade sometimes very close to the community farmlands causing destruction. On 

this faithful day while Wonama was setting his traps in between two raphia palms, Brown taught he has 

seen an animal and therefore pulled his trigger only to discover that the animal killed turned out to be a 

man from his community. His countenance therefore changed. Brown quietly came to the village without 

telling even his immediate family what has happened. 

Meanwhile an alarm has been raised by the Wonama family that their breadwinner has not been seen and 

they are worried. Search parties mainly men were dispersed to the forest in search of Wonama who was 

regarded as one of the committed citizens of Obunagha community. The whole community was quiet with 

women and youths gathering to express their deep concern for Wonama’s where about. In short 

Obunagha community was as quiet as a grave yard. The search continued for several days with no trace of 

Wonama. On the 3rd day, the entire community gathered at the village square to decide on the next line of 

action because of threats from his matrilineal home to produce their son dead or alive. Everybody in the 

community became afraid and parents were forced to keep their children away from school for fear of 

being kidnapped. Philemon Yebibo also testified that the community chief in a general meeting assured 

all that no stone will be left unturned to find the truth and urged families to sit their subjects down and 

make inquiries while efforts are made for further consultations by the community leadership. The search 

for the culprit(s) heightened by each family. No family was accused but stressed the need for inquisition. 

The meeting rose with a decision that a chief priest from the community named Magazine Ipatolo be 

consulted to determine the exact location of Wonama dead or alive and those responsible for the act as 

pressure mounts from the matrilineal family for a possible revenge.  

 

The role of Seimoebimo Shrine 

The chief priest went into immediate action after due consultations by the chief and elders of the 

community the following day and one of those working in his shrine called Iliya Ozizaku with a white 

cloth tied round his waist with native chalk on his forehead was seized or possessed by a spirit left for the 

forest running and not looking back. Others followed him until he stood and found Wonama stalked in 

between two raphia palms in Poi bush, a distance of about 15km from Obunagha community. He was 

found dead. Suffice to state that community people have earlier traversed the spot where he was found in 

vain. By the activities of seimoebimo shrine truth in respect of the state and where about of wonama was 

established but conflict progressed as the pressure from his maternal family continued. Meanwhile the 

matter was reported to the police at Yenagoa. In an interview with Julius Masa, a family chief of 

Adiawaribo “After autopsy the body was buried in Yenagoa because of the advanced level of 

decomposition. Soon after the founding of the corpse confessions were made by Browns family that, it 

was their son who mistake it for an animal and shot him with his dane gun. He begged for forgiveness 

because according to him the turning of his eyes confused him. According to Julius Masa “Wonama wore 

a brown long sleeve, brown cap and a sweater that resembled bush pig with a rope beside him indicating 

the tail of an animal”. Brown was handed over to the police and consequently the matter was charged to 

court. He was sentenced. Because he pleaded guilty that “I think say naalmal” (animal). It should be noted 

Julius further said “that the chief Priest from the community did not charge the community for the 

consultation. We knew of his strength through one Jonah from, Kunesia who was his master. In one night 

at Obunagha while testing the strength of his boy ‘Magazine Ipatolo’ he ordered Mr Sharpman Wenigha 

to shoot Magazine with a double barrel loaded with cartridge. Sharpman was afraid but through the 

insistence of Jonah, Magazine was shot and to our surprise, he vomited the spent cartridges into a white 

basin. This made him to be very popular as a priest in the community and was consulted widely.” 

 

Conflict Progression 

In the exact words of Chief Ayibatonye Igina “there was now a serious threat of retaliation from 

Ogboloma community his maternal home when the body was eventually recovered. Everybody in the 

community became a security man to ward-off any attack. As stated above, the Obunagha council of 

Chiefs vowed to make peace overtures to the bereaved family in the spirit of reconciliation for peaceful 

coexistence and implored each family head and elders to go into serious inquiries aimed at revealing the 
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truth. The community of Obunagha had to withdraw their children from going to the only primary school 

in the area (Taylor Creek Central School) which was closer to Ogboloma community for fear of reprisal 

attack. At the invitation of the police, Brown was taken to Yenagoa for interrogation”. 

 

Resolution Of Dispute 

Through inquisition from family heads Brown admitted to be the victim who killed Wonama by mistake. 

Because of his acceptance the community did not sanction him. However, since the matter was reported 

to the police on the recovery of the deceased, Brown was handed over to the police for interrogation and 

possible prosecution. He admitted that it was not intentional. He was sentenced and later released after 

serving some few months in prison. 

However, one Depere from a neighbouring town was the victim of the reprisal attack and his corpse has 

not been found till date for final burial rites. In any case, there is relative peace in all the three 

communities till date. Brown later died and was never comfortable with himself despite his release from 

prison. He was hunted by the spirit of Wonama despite his confession and the role played by Magazine 

Ipatolo the chief priest of seimoebimo shrine saved the community from intercommunity battles. 

 

CONCLUSION 
It is evident from this conflict that traditional systems of resolving conflicts which were based on the 

people’s cosmology then still endures despite modern methods. The priest through his servants located 

the spot where Wonama was killed and that led to the confession of the culprit. It is thus a clear indication 

that communities still resort to the traditional methods of resolving conflicts because of the swiftness and 

of course there is enough time for one to simply confess and establish truth that will ensure peace. 

However, this method of resolving conflicts in Africa has seriously been eroded because of the 

introduction of the white man’s culture. There is no more truth hence communities experience daily 

conflicts which often leads to violent conflicts and permanent enmity. Nwolise in 2004 while contributing 

to the round table seminar on the Okija Ogwugwu controversy in Anambra organised by the Institute of 

African Studies, University of Ibadan opined that “… the lack of any atom of respect for the shrine and its 

Priests as component parts of traditional African religion which therefore deserve constitutional 

protection on the other side. But more importantly, given the strangulating (even where clearly less 

functional) grip and role of imported religions and justice systems in the country as well as the 

hypocritical and holier than thou attitude of some citizens, nobody gave the shrine and its priests, any 

chance as part of the effectively functional elements of traditional mechanisms of peace maintenance, 

confidence- building, and conflict prevention, management and resolution which survived the devastating 

blows of colonialism, Christianity, and contemporary European antiquity hunters”. This paper examined 

the seimoebimo shrine of Obunagha as part of the traditional mechanisms for peace maintenance and 

conflict prevention in the context of the Wonama controversy. The timely intervention of the seimoebimo 

shrine and priest at Obunagha brought about a beloved community and the warning of Nwolise that “If 

the efficacious traditional mechanisms of conflict resolution and peace maintenance are discredited or 

destroyed in the religious politics of contemporary Nigeria and Africa, without viable alternatives, the 

society should be ready for more ferocious impunity, greed and murder” needs the attention of those in 

leadership position now. Do we wait for the world powers to develop our traditional mechanisms of 

conflict prevention, management and resolution? For conflicts to be curable in Africa we really need to 

have a critical look at Nathaniel D Danjibo’s suggestion. Danjibo (2006:97) concluded and suggested that 

“Conflict is part of every society, but when a conflict perpetually defies solution or management, then that 

conflict becomes protracted. This is the case with most conflicts in African societies; they have become 

protracted and seem insolvable. The reasons we have attributed to the inefficiency of the so-called 

western mechanisms of conflict management and conflict resolution. This is not to deny the efficacy of 

the western modes of conflict management and conflict resolution, but to suggest that most conflicts in 

Africa have some link with the ‘traditional.’ and unless the traditional medicine is applied, they would 

remain what they are- incurable.” 
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